SHORT BREAK: VIETNAM

#TigerairTakesYouThere

HO CHI MINH CITY
Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC) is Vietnam’s high-octane city of
commerce and culture, home to everything from the cheapest
guesthouses to the classiest of restaurants, to the hipsterest
of cafes. This chaotic city is full of never-ending energy, where
its French colonial past merges seamlessly into its modern-day
persona. Wander through interesting alleys and chow down at
colourful stalls, before chillaxing in a trendy cafe or chic boutique
in a high rise. HCMC – or Saigon as it’s still known – is an urban
collage that excitingly blends old and new.

THINGS TO DO

> Guided Tours: Urban Tales Cholon is a
unique half-day tour that combines a murder
mystery and a city tour; by following the culprit
you’ll enjoy a self-guided tour through HCMC’s
Chinatown (aka Cholon), taking you to ancient
temples, TCM stores, votive paper shops and
hidden lanes. Locals also interact with you
along this scripted walking tour, giving you
clues to solve the murder mystery.
If you like meeting locals, check out free walking, biking and eating tours by Saigon
Lovers which is run by students. They will take you to various hot spots and
attractions, in addition to trying some local cuisine. Foodies might want to check out
Saigon Street Eats, a street food tour run by an Australian/Vietnamese couple who
love to share their obsession with Vietnamese food.
> Cafe Hop: Vietnam is a big coffee
exporter, and the local brew – cà phê
- is a favourite drink which is available
everywhere. Coffee lovers can opt for
the strong and sweet coffee, Cà phê sua
nóng, which is brewed fresh on your table
in a metal apparatus placed over a cup.
Over the past decade, there’s a steady
rise of trendy cafes too. Chez Vous
Coffee Lounge, opposite Ben Thanh
Market, is an oasis of French retro chic;
La Fenetre Soleil is an airy eclectic
space in an old warehouse building; La Rotonde evokes French colonialism with its
high beamed ceiling; Mockingbird Cafe’s industrial interior provides great views of
downtown; and Fig Cafe is a zen-like space with lotus ponds and Buddha statues.
These are just a handful of popular ones, with more opening over the coming
months.

THINGS TO SEE

> French Influence: Under French rule
in the 19th century, Saigon was filled with
Western architecture, and French villas
still remain in the city to this day. Notable
French-era buildings include Notre Dame
Cathedral (built in 1877 with building
materials imported from France), Saigon
Opera House (built in 1897), Saigon City
Hall (built in 1908), and the splendid Central
Post Office, built in 1891 by the same architect who built the Eiffel Tower. Today, it’s
the place to send postcards from.

Get 20% off with promo code: SGN20

> Museums: The Reunification Palace is a time-warp to the 60s, filled with kitschy
vintage paraphernalia including a tank that crashed through here in 1975. Great for
Instagram; there’s also a cafe here.

The more serious War Remnants
Museum has disturbing displays of the horrors of war: military hardware, a tiger
cage prison, torture chambers, and gruesome photos and documents detailing the
horrible effects of Agent Orange.
> Observatory: In the heart of
HCMC’s entertainment district is
the 68-storey Bitexco Financial
Tower, shaped like a lotus.
There are retail stores and food
outlets on the lower floors, but
you can also head to the Saigon
Skydeck on the 49th floor to get
360 views of the entire city and
Saigon River. There’s a bar on
the 52nd floor.

GETTING AROUND

One of the most common and interesting ways to
get around HCMC is on a cyclo – akin to our trishaw
but with the passenger seated right in front. The
sights and sounds of the city are best experienced
on the cyclo’s relaxed pace, although passengers
have to be mindful of their belongings. Be sure to
bargain hard with a cyclo rider beforehand; they
can also be rented by the hour.

GETTING THERE

Tigerair flies three times daily to Ho Chi Minh City’s
Tan Son Nhat International Airport, which is 8km from the city centre. Get 20% off
with promo code SGN20, valid till 14 Feb 2017 for travel between 6 Feb 2017 and
26 Apr 2017. Round trip restrictions apply. For bookings, visit www.tigerair.com.

by Zhao Jiayi
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A trip to South Korea a couple of years
back introduced me to one of the country’s
most (in)famous delicacies – Sannakaji. I
fought the urge to dry heave at the sight of
the baby octopus – dismembered while still
alive and freshly served – squirming
beneath a bed of sesame seeds and
sesame oil. Out of courtesy for my Korean
hosts, I swallowed a limp tentacle; the
feeling of it wriggling down my gullet is
indeed a novel experience.
It may have been a culinary novelty for me,
but for the baby octopus on my plate, being
eaten alive represents an immensely painful
and difficult situation. Yet, more and more
restaurants around the world are offering a
chance to eat animals alive. Copenhagen’s
renowned Noma restaurant, for instance,
features live black ants on its menu. I
personally find this rather stomach-churning,
but it has turned out surprisingly popular,
with a waiting list of up to 60,000 people
all hoping to sample this unique dish.
It’s hard, perhaps, to feel much sympathy
for creepy crawlies and mushy octopus. But
when the source of protein becomes dog
meat, then suddenly, the whole international
community is up in arms. The annual Yulin
Dog Festival in China sees an estimated
10,000 dogs and cats being skinned alive
or clubbed to death, then turned into food
for the festival-goers. While this has
incurred international outrage at the
perceived cruelty and inhumane treatment
of the animals, proponents argue that
eating dog meat is a traditional practice in
China.

This raises one crucial
question: how does
one determine
whether a culinary
practice is unethical?
Sure, eating dog meat might seem
disturbing to many, but that is only because
most of us have never consumed it before.
Given that approximately only 375 million
people in the world are vegetarians, it
means 95% of the global population has no
such qualms about devouring other animal
meats, such as pork, beef and mutton. Why
should we spend so much time getting fired
up about the Chinese eating dog meat, only
to then sit down to a hearty steak dinner?
After all, if we are not going to criticise
Americans for eating burgers (a
quintessentially American meal), then it
follows that we should not denounce what is
merely part of the day-to-day diet in some
parts of China.
It is not just the global community that is
outraged by the Yulin Dog Festival; Chinese
celebrities have also used their star power
to bring attention to the issue. Singer-actress
Yang Mi uploaded a poster onto her social
media account, which features a dog
shedding a blood-red tear while pleading,
“Please don’t eat us. We’re your friends.”

Hollywood films such as Marley and Me
and Lassie have served to cement the role
of dogs as Man’s best friends. We have
thus come to see dogs as our faithful
companions, and feel a fondness towards
them that we do not extend towards other
animals such as pigs or chickens (which are
essentially being raised for slaughter). But
is it fair that we can get so worked up
over eating dogs, but not over the
consumption of other domesticated
animals, or for that matter, ants and
octopus?
Critics of the Yulin Dog Festival point to
the inhumane killing process as to why the
festival should be shut down. But what
about foie gras, the dish that features in
many of the world’s top restaurants, which
is obtained by force-feeding ducks to
plump up their livers to 10 times their
normal size? Even the tender KFC chicken
has a gruesome backstory: the chickens
are squeezed into excrement-filled cages,
bred to be so top-heavy that their legs
often break, and dropped in scalding
water to remove their feathers even while
they are still alive. Yet, KFC remains one
of the world’s most popular fast food
franchises, and foie gras is still a staple on
the menus of restaurants all around the
world – chowed down by the same people
who have vehemently signed the petition
against dog-eating.
There is a grey area when it comes to the
ethics of eating: what is considered
appropriate by one is thought of as
horrifying by another. Undeniably, there
also exists a little bit of hypocrisy; many
people eat various types of meat without
batting an eyelash, but cannot bear to see
the gore and blood behind how such
meats arrived on their dining tables. There
is perhaps no right answer to what
constitutes ethical eating, and a little more
open-mindedness in this regard can go a
long way.
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Macao is definitely for
foodies – its distinctive
cuisine seamlessly blends
Portuguese dishes with
Cantonese and the rest
of Asia, and has come up
with unique Macanese
fusion dishes that pair
local ingredients with spices
brought over by the Portuguese.

Located at the edge
of Europe with the
Atlantic on its shores,
Portuguese food is
a hearty combination
of seafood – particularly
cod – and an interesting variety
of sausages. Pork and duck also feature
heavily in their cuisine.

Soups & Stews

Caldo verde: The most traditional of Portuguese soups, it is made with
just onions, potatoes and kale, cooked with garlic and olive oil. Usually
served in a traditional clay pot with a slice of
‘linguica’ and cornbread.
Feijoada: A very heart bean stew, the
‘feijoada’ contains a variety meats.
Created when people couldn’t afford
to waste anything, meats included vary
based on what’s on hand.

Sausages

Portugal’s history can literally be charted via its sausages. Whether it’s
for maximising the usage of livestock meat, or being part of the annual
matanza (slaughter) ritual, ‘enchidos’ – sausages – come in all shapes and
flavours; they could be stuffed, smoked, and stored for the long run.
Farinheira (smoked dough sausage): This unusual
sausage has no meat bits – originally invented by
Portuguese Jews to fake the consumption of pork
to save them from the Inquisition in the 16th
century, the original farinheira contained just
flour and spices. These days, they also
contain soft pork fat. The taste is tangy
with a doughy texture, and it’s often
served fried with scrambled eggs.
Alheira: Another sausage made by
Portuguese Jews, this time with meat.
Instead of pork, the sausage is stuffed with
meats like veal, chicken, duck and rabbit, compacted together
with bread. The ‘alheira de caça’ is made with game meat.
Linguiça: A typical smoked pork sausage, it consists of coarsely chopped
pork shoulder (both the lean bits and the fat), plenty of garlic and paprika.
Chouriço: Originating from
Spain when paprika was brought
in during the 16th century,
locals found that the spices both
preserved and flavoured sausages, thus
it was quickly adopted around the region.
Portugal’s popular ‘chouriço’ is garlicky and
spicy, made with pork meat (sometimes
from black pig, called ‘porco preto’). In
Lisbon, houses of ‘fado’ (venues specialising in Portuguese soul music) serve grilled
chouriços brought to the table and flamed to
produce a crispy skin and juicy flesh.
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Meats

Leitão: This is basically roast suckling pig, basted with seasoning to create
a crunchy skin and tender, juicy meat.
Duck: The Portuguese love rice, and in their version of duck rice (‘arroz de
pato’), the meat is tender, simmered in red wine, and oven toasted
along with the rice – which absorbs the duck jus – until the
top is crispy.

Seafood

Cod: The Portuguese love their ‘bacalhau’, or
dried cod, and the most popular way to enjoy
it is the ‘Bras style’ – shredded cod sauteed in
a pan with onions and potato strips, and then
finished up with beaten eggs.
Another cod dish is the ‘bolinhos de bacalhau’, or cod
croquette. Here, the shredded cod fish is battered with
potatoes, eggs and parsley and fried till crispy on the outside and
smooth on the inside; it’s served as a starter or snack.
Shellfish: Shellfish are very popular, particularly
in coastal towns. Ameijoas, or clams, are popularly
served Bulhao Pato style, cooked til tender in
olive oil, garlic, salt, pepper and plenty of
coriander.
However, if you’re looking for a unique
dish, look no further than gooseneck
barnacles, or ‘percebes’. Resembling
prehistoric dinosaur claws, these little creatures are twisted and pulled out of their shells
(messy!), and taste full of briny goodness.

Portuguese
in Macao

It’s not difficult to find a bit
of Portugal in Macao, where
there are numerous Portuguese
restaurants that serve traditional
dishes, like Restaurante Fernando,
Miramar Portuguese Food and O
Santos Comida Portuguesa Taipa, serving
dishes from Portugal’s Alentejo region.
These include the ubiquitous bacalhau (cod) served in a variety of ways
including Bacalhau cakes (bolinhos de bacalhau) and Fried Bacalhau (Bras style).
Other Portuguese staples here include grilled sausages (particularly
the chouriço), octopus salad, and Portuguese Green Vegetable Soup
(caldo verde). Not to be missed are Roast Suckling Pig (leitao), Roast
Duck Rice (arroz de pato), and fried clams.
When it comes to dine-in desserts,
the most popular hands down
is the ‘serradura’ (meaning
“sawdust”). An original
Portuguese dessert, this is
made with soft whipped
cream and layered with
powder-fine cookie crumbs.

Tamarind Pork With Balichão
This quintessential Macanese dish is
made from pork belly or ribs braised in
tangy tamarind sauce – a nod to Southeast
Asia – containing onion, garlic, and soy sauce. Another ingredient
is balichão, a Macanese belacan-like paste made from krill fermented
with brandy, chilli, bay leaves and lemon.
Macanese Feijoada
The Macanese have adapted this traditional Portuguese
dish with local ingredients – instead of chouriço, Chinese
sausage and blood sausage are used; black beans are
replaced with kidney beans (sometimes red beans). The
stew here may also contain tomato and turmeric.

Pork Chop Bun
A well-known street snack, the pork chop bun is just a
seasoned pork chop, tucked into a hard-crusted bun. Simple
but satisfying, the most popular place to get them is at Tai Lei
Kok in Taipa which opened in 1968; it only serves the buns in
the afternoon.

Desserts

Plenty of Portuguese desserts are made with egg. This is because historically there
were many monasteries that used egg whites to starch their clothes, so the yolks were
used for desserts, including ‘pastel de nata’ (egg tarts).

Minchi
A simple dish of fried potatoes, onion,
cheese and minced meat, it is eaten
while mixing them with the egg yolk
on top. This dish is thought to have
been influenced by the British via
Hong Kong.

African Chicken (Galinha à africana)
African Chicken has been claimed to be invented in Macao in the
1940s. This is a grilled chicken dish topped with piri-piri sauce (a mix
of pepper and herbs), and served with bread or potatoes to mop
up the drips.

Octopus: ‘Salada de polvo’ (octopus salad with onions, olive oil and
parsley) is a common starter in restaurants. For mains, there’s the Polvo
à Lagareiro, roasted octopus drenched in olive oil and served with baked
potatoes.

Pastel de nata: The most famous egg dessert is
probably the ‘pastel de nata’. First created by monks in the
18th century, the recipe was sold to a sugar refinery that
opened a pastry shop called Fábrica de Pastéis de Belém
in 1837. Located in Belem near Lisbon, the shop is still
operational, and is well worth the queue.

Macanese Food

The creativity of the Macanese really shines in their food. With 450 years
of history, Macanese food is typically seasoned with various spices including turmeric, coconut milk, and cinnamon which were brought in with the
Portuguese community. There’s also a heavy Chinese influence in some
of their dishes.

Portuguese egg tarts: These are definitely an
iconic Macanese dessert. While the tarts have a Portuguese origin, the Macanese are happy to believe
that Lord Stow (an Englishman) actually invented it
in Macao in 1989 – to be fair, he did alter the original
recipe to rave reviews. Today, you can get them at the
original Lord Stow’s Bakery on Coloane’s main square
(there’s also a new cafe at the back).

Almond cookies
If you’re wandering around Rua da
Felicidade, then chances are that
you’ve probably tried a couple of
almond cookies. The most famous
vendor is Koi Kee Bakery; its cookies are baked on premises and have
a gritty, nutty texture and flavour.
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